How To Pay It Forward In AIOP
Give your prospect their first month free and get paid commission on your
Gift to them
You can Give your prospect a first month's free membership and cost you only $1.50
as a net cost. This PDF shows you the details.
First understand that you can purchase PIF Tickets (Gift certificates, if you will) to
give away. The purchase price is $11.50 each but when your prospect redeems it,
you get your normal $10 commission. Be aware that any person who joins from your
certificate stays or is kept in your account by the odd/even rule of passup. In other
words, If your back office says you keep the next referral when your prospect
redeems the ticket you get the commission, but if the prospect redeems at the point
that the next referral is passed up, your upline gets the commission.
To purchase PIF tickets, log in and put your cursor over Referrals, then click on PIF
Tickets

Previous purchases are shown in the formand as you can see, my previous purchase
has been used. This account has no tickets to give away.

When you scroll down the page to the purchase area you will see:

The link you would give to your prospect to join is righ above the buy buttons.
Once you purchase your PIF Ticket, you will see:

Note that Tickets not redeemed show as green with a NO in the used column and
that the join link is shown to send to your prospect.
I recommend that you send your prospect the link and also my “How to Redeem” pdf
that is located at http://Ez-As-ABC.com/PIFTicket.pdf

I have found that when I send a prospect just the gift url, they fail to see the code
number for redemption. So I have created the “How to Redeem” pdf to take care of
that confusion.
That's all there is to buying and using PIF tickets.

Thank You,
Dave Fullmer
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

About Dave Fullmer
Dave Fullmer is a retired technician who worked 46 years on the electrical circuitry of automated
manufacturing equipment. For the past 10 years he has been doing various marketing programs on the
internet with some successes and some failures. He loves to share some of what he has learned so that
others don't have to go through the trial and error frustrations of trying to learn by themselves

